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Gain Modulation: A Major Meeting Report
Computational Principle
of the Central Nervous System
A Brief History of Gain Fields
The seminal problem is about locating objects in the
world (Figure 1a). Imagine you are reading the newspa-
per. You look for your teacup and reach for it. After a
sip, you leave the cup in the same place and continue
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reading. Now you reach for the cup again, but this timeLa Jolla, California 92037
you don't shift your gaze, you use your peripheral vision²Department of Cognitive Neurology
to locate the cup. In the two cases, the arm movementsUniversity of TuÈ bingen
toward the target are identical and its location in spaceHoppe-Seyler-Strasse 3
is the same, yet the reaching movements are guided by72076 TuÈ bingen
different images on the retina. Therefore, to reach theGermany
cup, a coordinate transformation is required that takes
into account the position of the eyes. Where and how
are such transformations performed by the brain?A lot is known about how neurons in the brain represent
For almost 100 years, work on patients and experi-the physical world. In comparison, little is known about
mental animals have implicated the posterior parietalhow neurons compute, how they transform, combine,
cortex (PPC) in spatial vision and in the visual guidanceor compare those representations. Although the mecha-
of movement (for review, see Thier and Karnath, 1997).nisms underlying many single computations have been
In the mid 70s, Vernon Mountcastle and colleagues re-unraveled (Churchland and Sejnowski, 1992), research-
corded from the PPC of awake monkeys and founders ultimately seek mechanisms that pervade multiple
neurons that discharged immediately before a visuallymodalities, brain areas, and functions, and the problem
guided saccade toward a peripheral target, providedis that these kinds of unifying computational principles
that the direction of this saccade corresponded to thehave rarely been identified. In the last two decades,
preferred direction of the neuron (Lynch et al., 1977).however, gain modulation has emerged as such a neural
These neurons seemed to encode a saccade commandcomputational principleÐmaybe the most general one
represented by a vector, in retinal coordinates, from the
found so far. This motivated Richard Andersen from
target image to the fovea. This vector is independent of
Caltech and Larry Abbott from Brandeis University to
the position of the eyes relative to the head, so the
organize a meeting, sponsored by the Sloan Foundation,
discharge of these neurons was expected to be insensi-
that brought together an international group of physiolo- tive to eye position. In the early 80s, Richard Andersen
gists and theoreticians to a secluded resort in Monterey worked as a postdoc in Mountcastle's laboratory. When
Bay. Here the state of affairs in this subject, after 20 they tested this prediction from the simple retinal coding
years of research, was scrutinized. scheme for saccades, they found exactly the opposite:
Gain modulation is a change in the response ampli- neurons in parietal area 7a were highly sensitive to eye
tude of a neuron that is independent of its selectivity or position (Andersen and Mountcastle, 1983).
receptive field characteristics (although sometimes it is Andersen and collaborators later quantified the de-
difficult to draw the line between selectivity proper and pendency of neuronal activity on gaze direction (Ander-
modulation, as was discussed during the meeting). It is sen et al., 1985; Andersen, 1989; Brotchie et al., 1995).
a nonlinear way to combine or integrate information from In their experiments, eye position was first held fixed,
different sensory, motor, and cognitive modalities. Much and the response of a parietal neuron was plotted as
of the excitement about gain fields has been spurred a function of the position of a spot of light in retinal
by theoretical considerations: these distributed, multi- coordinates (Figure 1b). We call this position x. Typically,
modal representations are ideally configured to facilitate the resulting curve had a single peak that could be fitted
certain kinds of computations, most prominently, coor- by a Gaussian function; we refer to it as f(x). Then the
dinate transformations. Theoreticians have investigated measurements were repeated using a different fixation
primarily how gain fields can be used to perform useful point and thus a different gaze direction, y. In this case,
the neural responses followed curves with similarcomputations and how the cortical microcircuitry may
shapes and preferred locations, but their amplitudesgive rise to multiplicative interactions, which are the
changed. Thus, the amplitude or gain of the receptivetrademark of gain modulation. On the other hand, the
fields of these parietal neurons depended on gaze. Theexperimental camp has focused on the role of gain fields
term ªgain fieldº was coined to describe this gaze-in sensory±motor integration and have used them to
dependent gain modulation. The gain field refers to theobtain clues about the functions of different brain areas.
function g(y), where the firing rates of these neurons areAs a result, gain fields have been implicated in eye and
well fitted by the expressionreaching movements, spatial perception, attention, nav-
igation, and object recognition. r 5 f(x)g(y). (1)
The computational implications of gain modulation
were first uncovered in a study by Zipser and Andersen³ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: emilio@
salk.edu). (1988). Using the backpropagation algorithm, they
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planned independently of eye position simply by con-
verting a retinal vector into a saccade vector, but the
realization of the desired saccade, that is, the kinemat-
ics±dynamics conversion, inevitably requires that the
eye muscles take into account the passive forces (elastic
and viscous) exerted by the orbital tissue, and these
vary with eye position and velocity. Could it be, then,
that the gain fields of PPC neurons actually reflect some
ªknowledgeº of orbital mechanics rather than a contri-
bution to sensorimotor transformations? Probably not.
First, gain fields of saccade-related parietal neurons do
not reflect the pulling directions of eye muscles (Ander-
sen et al., 1990), which should be the case if they com-
pensated for orbital mechanics. Second, parietal gain
fields do not show any of the expected nonlinearities,
instead, they are typically planar, which means they
can be well approximated by linear dependencies on
horizontal and vertical eye displacements (Andersen et
al., 1985, 1990). Third, lesions of the saccade represen-
tations in the PPC in both monkey and man produce
numerous disturbances: longer saccade latencies, dis-
turbed double-step saccades, problems with saccades
to remembered targets, and others (Pierrot-Deseilligny
et al., 1991; Heide et al., 1995; Li et al., 1999). However,
the dynamics of a simple saccade to a visible target are
not affected. During the meeting, Marlene Behrmann
(Carnegie Mellon) discussed other consequences of pa-
Figure 1. Gain Fields Lead to Coordinate Transformations rietal lesions (Behrmann and Tipper, 1999). She pointed
(a) To reach the teacup, an arm movement in the direction x 1 y is out that many of these effects depend strongly on eye
required; this is the cup location relative to the body, x is the retinal position in a way that is indeed consistent with gain
location of the cup, and y is the gaze angle.
fields being involved in coordinate transformations.(b) The left column shows the responses of four idealized, gain-
modulated parietal neurons at three eye positions. The right column
shows the response of an idealized downstream neuron. This re- What Is the Computational Advantage
sponse was computed as a weighted sum of the four parietal re- of Gain Modulation?
sponses on the left minus a constant, where negative values were Zipser and Andersen (1988) forced a network to com-
set to zero. Even with only four modulated responses, a clear shift
pute a coordinate transformation and observed thatof the curve is seen. Including more cells eliminates distortions in
gain-modulated responses arose. Salinas and Abbottthe shape of the curve (Salinas and Abbott, 1995).
(c) Diagram of the four gain-modulated neurons driving the down- (1995) took the converse approach: they put gain-modu-
stream unit. lated responses into a network from the start and deter-
mined how and under what conditions coordinate trans-
formations could be performed. The network they
trained a three-layered artificial neural network to per- studied included a set of model parietal neurons with
form the coordinate transformation required to reach a gain-modulated receptive fields like those described ex-
target independently of eye position. Given the target perimentally, responding according to Equation 1. A
location x (in retinal coordinates) and gaze angle y, the second, output network represented an array of down-
network learned to compute the target location in body- stream neurons that generated motor responses, such
centered coordinates, or x 1 y. Once the correct trans- as reaching to a target. The two layers were synaptically
formation was learned, they examined the neurons in connected, so that the model parietal cells drove the
the middle layer, whose properties were precisely what motor array. For a particular target position x in retinal
the backpropagation procedure had adjusted. They coordinates and gaze angle y, a correct arm movement
found gain-modulated receptive fields like those of pari- corresponded to the output neurons encoding x 1 y,
etal neurons. This result indicated that gain modulation the target location in body-centered coordinates. Given
could provide an efficient solution to the coordinate this setup, Salinas and Abbott (1995) obtained three
transformation problem. This work was a breakthrough results. First, to guarantee that the output neurons en-
for computational neuroscience, because it showed that code x 1 y, the synaptic weights must satisfy a mathe-
measured neurophysiological properties of real neurons matical condition. Second, a simple Hebbian or correla-
could underlie a specific, nontrivial computation. tion-based synaptic modification rule can produce
connections satisfying this mathematical condition. This
requires that, during learning, the visual and motor rep-An Alternative Interpretation of Parietal
Gain Fields? resentations are correctly aligned, which is the case if,
for example, self-generated movements are watched.A nonlinear dependency on eye position might be ex-
pected from visual neurons for an entirely different rea- Finally, they found that the output network could repre-
sent any linear combination of x and y, as long as thisson. Saccadic eye movements can in principle be
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linear combination corresponded to the output repre- Chris Buneo (Caltech) described a two-step transfor-
mation associated with the computation of a vector rep-sentation used during learning. Therefore, one down-
stream network can extract or read out x 1 y from the resenting motor error. He and his colleagues recorded
the activity of neurons in the parietal reach region (PRR),activity of parietal neurons, while another downstream
network, using similar mechanisms, can read out x 2 which is located medially and posteriorly to area LIP.
PRR neurons are activated when monkeys reach to re-y, for instance, from the same responses.
This last point was thoroughly elaborated by Pouget membered locations (Snyder et al., 1997). To appreciate
these findings, first consider that, although reachingand Sejnowski (1997a). They observed that many psy-
chophysical and lesion data had been difficult to recon- movements eventually need to be encoded in arm-cen-
tered coordinates (by specifying the amplitude and di-cile under the assumption that a fixed coordinate frame
is used for object localization, but many of the inconsis- rection of arm movement), initially, they may be specified
in eye-centered coordinates, which are the natural coor-tencies vanished when multiple frames were consid-
ered. They suggested that the positions of objects are dinates of incoming visual information. Buneo and col-
leagues showed that most PRR neurons do just this;not encoded in one fixed coordinate frame, but through
the activity of parietal neurons that act as basis functions their responses vary as functions of the final arm position
in an eye-fixed reference frame (Batista et al., 1999).from which any appropriate coordinate frame may be
read out according to ongoing task requirements. But in addition, PRR activity is gain-modulated by initial
hand position, also in eye coordinates. Therefore, if finalPouget and Sejnowski (1997b) also simulated the effects
of a lesion in a model of the PPC, and the model repro- and initial hand positions are represented by x and y,
respectively, the firing rates of PRR neurons can beduced many of the typical effects found in patients. In
particular, the deficit affected multiple frames of refer- described by Equation 1, and, according to the theories
discussed, neurons downstream might respond as func-ence. According to Alex Pouget (Rochester University),
who was at the meeting, the assumptions and effects tions of x 2 y, which is the difference between final and
initial hand positions, or motor error. This is exactly whatof this model are broadly consistent with a large number
of observations in hemineglect patients, including some Buneo and collaborators found in nearby parietal area
5. Whether these motor error responses are driven byof the new findings reported by Marlene Behrmann.
Extensions of these results were presented by Pouget, the PRR is still unknownÐthey could reflect an efference
copy or corollary discharge from further motor areasÐwho recently has investigated more general, nonlinear
mappings. He presented a model in which the basis but, if they are driven by the PRR, these two areas
represent consecutive stages in the transformations forfunction neurons are recurrently connected to other net-
worksÐa situation that is more realistic than a simple visually guided reaching. In this process, rather than
transforming final and initial hand positions from eye tofeedforward architecture. Two important results from
computer simulations were discussed: first, that the re- arm coordinates and then taking the difference, motor
error would be computed first in eye coordinates.current connectivity is highly efficient at eliminating the
detrimental effects of neuronal noise (Salinas and Ab- The role of the PPC in the planning of reaching move-
bott, 1996; Deneve et al., 1999) and, second, that the ments was emphasized by Paolo Battaglini (University
basis function neurons in the recurrent network show a of Trieste), who described experiments in V6a, an area
mixture of gain-modulated and partially shifting re- adjoining the PRR. Monkeys with V6a lesions have ab-
ceptive fields [these correspond to responses described normal postures of the hand and frequently miss their
by f(x)g(y) and F(x 1 y), respectively]. This is interesting, targets. This area appears to integrate visual and arm
because some areas thought to be involved in sensori- position information, because neurons here respond to
motor transformations exhibit such receptive field mix- either visual stimuli or tactile/proprioceptive input (Gal-
tures (Stricanne et al., 1996; see below). letti et al., 1997; Nakamura et al., 1999). According to
Thus, in general, the presence of gain fields at one Battaglini, visually triggered activity in V6a also appears
stage of a processing pathway suggests that responses in combination with gain fields and with responses to
at a downstream stage will represent information in a eye position alone (Galletti et al., 1995). Most notably,
different coordinate system. Similarly, the presence of ªreal positionº cells are observed. These units respond
transformed or invariant responses at one area suggests to visual stimuli at a given spatial location regardless of
that gain-modulated responses will be found at up- eye position (see also Duhamel et al., 1997).
stream points. The anatomical pathway for visually guided reaching
ends in the areas of the frontal lobe associated with
motor activity. Here one might expect some areas toGain Fields for Visually Guided Reaching
Visually guided reaching movements begin with an im- encode target information in limb coordinates. But the
premotor territory is vast and receives information fromage of a target object and end with neuronal signals
adequate to move the arm from the current to the de- widely different sources, so it may host a variety of
transformation processes. Driss Boussaoud (Institute ofsired location. In order to convert the target location
from the initial retina- or eye-centered coordinates into Cognitive Sciences, Bron, France) demonstrated that in
dorsal premotor cortex, where most neural responsesthe coordinates of the arm, information about eye, head,
and limb position has to be integrated. The major cortical correlate with the direction of hand movement, many
neurons show significant eye position effects (Jouffraispathway for visually guided reaching begins in visual
cortex, passes through the PPC, and ends in the motor and Boussaoud, 1999). In the data shown by Bous-
saoud, eye position caused partial changes in gain andareas of the frontal lobe. Recent work has revealed vari-
ous forms of gain modulation involved in visuomotor partial shifts in the preferred movement directions, a
mixture consistent with the models proposed by Pouget.functions at different points of this circuit.
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In ventral premotor cortex, Michael Graziano (Princeton) structures. According to Thier, saccade-related Purkinje
cells may control the duration of saccades by definingand colleagues found neurons with visual and somatic
the time at which they should end (Thier et al., 2000).receptive fields anchored to body parts; for example,
He speculated that the representation of time intervalsthey found visual response fields that were located
and their optimization might be the major computationalaround a hand and that moved along with it (Graziano
principle housed in the cerebellum, a hypothesis thatet al., 1997; Graziano and Gross, 1998). These neurons
might help understand its functional role.represent the result of integrating somatosensory infor-
mation with eye, head, and arm position information to
Gain Modulation in the Ventral Stream Leadsconstruct local, ªbody part±centeredº representations.
to Coordinate TransformationsThese local coordinate frames may also arise from gain
for Object Recognitionfield representations (Salinas and Abbott, 1995). Mushi-
The study of gain fields emerged from the study of spa-ake et al. (1997) documented reach-related ventral pre-
tial processing in the PPC, which represents the finalmotor neurons whose directional selectivity is primarily
stage of a chain of occipito-parietal areas involved indetermined by the target location relative to the fixation
visuospatial processing and target selection (Andersenpoint, not relative to the body. In this study, no eye-
et al., 1990, 1997; Snyder et al., 1998; Colby and Gold-centered cells were found in primary motor cortex, al-
berg, 1999). This chain is collectively referred to as thethough other gaze effects have been reported here
dorsal stream or the ªwhereº pathway (Ungerleider and(Baker et al., 1999). These results suggest that as one
Mishkin, 1982; Goodale and Milner, 1992). Its comple-records more caudally in premotor cortex, and perhaps
ment, the ventral or ªwhatº pathway, contains areasalso in primary motor cortex, neurons may be more likely
V4 and its major target, inferotemporal cortex (IT), andto encode target information in limb coordinates, but
appears to be the neural basis for shape and objectmultiple transformations take place along the way.
perception (Goodale and Milner, 1992; Gross, 1992; Lo-A relatedÐand perhaps unexpectedÐfinding was re-
gothetis et al., 1995).ported by Klaus-Peter Hoffmann (Ruhr University, Bo-
Gain modulation has also been documented in thechum). He and his coworkers found reach-related neu-
ventral stream; examples are presented below, but thisrons in the the superior colliculus (SC) and underlying
begs the question, why should there be gain modulationreticular formation (Stuphorn et al., 2000). In primates,
in the ventral stream? The answer is: because coordi-the SC is considered the major interface between sac-
nate transformations may also be crucial for object rec-cade-related areas of the cortex and the lower brain-
ognition. This was illustrated by the findings of Ed Con-stem. Here roughly half of the so-called presaccadic
nor (Johns Hopkins) and collaborators in David Vanburst neurons, which encode saccade vectors, have
Essen's laboratory.gaze-dependent gain fields (Van Opstal et al., 1995).
To appreciate their experiments, it should be stressedAccording to Hoffmann, reach-related cells in the deep-
that the location where attention is directed is not neces-est layers of the SC and underlying reticular formation
sarily equal to the fixation point (or gaze location); atten-are activated by arm movements to target locations in
tion can change even when the eyes are fixed. Connora shoulder-centered reference frame independent of
and colleagues first trained monkeys to keep their eyesgaze, but those in the intermediate layer seem to encode
fixed while directing attention to various locations. Thenarm movements in eye-centered coordinates, like the
they measured the responses of V4 neurons to flashedneurons in the PRR and ventral premotor cortex. Some
bars of light. The receptive fields moved with the eyes,of these SC responses also appeared to show gain
so the responses encoded image features in a retino-changes with eye position. Therefore, the SC may be
topic fashion. However, these neurons also had gainmore involved in coordinate transformations and eye±
fields that were functions of the currently attended loca-hand coordination than commonly thought.
tion (Connor et al., 1996, 1997). This is the key finding,
because when the modulatory function acts as a gain
Are Gain Fields Absent in the Cerebellum? term (Equation 1), as the data indicates, a coordinate
Investigators studying the cerebellum have developed transformation can be performed (Salinas and Abbott,
a completely different view of eye position modulation. 1997). Just as parietal neurons with gaze-dependent
Early anectodal reports indicated that cerebellar Pur- gain fields form a basis for responses in body-centered
kinje cells with saccade-related responses were modu- coordinates, neurons that are gain modulated by the
lated by eye position, so an involvement in saccade location of attention may give rise to downstream re-
dynamics was assumed. However, it now appears that sponses in attention-centered coordinates (Salinas and
eye position gain fields do not play a role in the cerebel- Abbott, 1995, 1997).
lum. As pointed out by Peter Thier (TuÈ bingen University) What would attention-centered receptive fields be
during the conference, more than 85% of saccade-re- good for? Suppose a person you know appears in the
lated Purkinje cells lack gaze-dependent gain fields. This periphery of your visual field. You can identify who it
is surprising, considering that the PPC is one of the is without looking directly at him or her; this is called
major sources of input to these cells (Thielert and Thier, translation-invariant recognition. Object recognition is
1993). Saccade-related signals may actually need to be thought to depend on neurons that are highly selective
purged from their eye position dependency. This seems for complex images, such as faces (Desimone, 1991;
to be accomplished gradually, since the number of sac- Gross, 1992). Given this high selectivity, invariance may
cade-related neurons with gain fields in the pontine nu- be obtained at least in two ways: either with many re-
clei, the major interface between cortex and cerebellum, ceptive fields that are fixed at specific retinotopic loca-
tions or with fewer receptive fields that can somehowis intermediate between the numbers found in these
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move around, scanning the visual field independently be possible to construct cells that subtract the self-
motion components, hence becoming invariant to selfof eye position. Gain modulation provides a basis for
the latter alternative, where the quanitity that moves motion. Indeed, neurons encoding heading direction in-
dependent of eye movements were also found in areaaround is attention (Salinas and Abbott, 1997). In this
scenario, invariant recognition depends on the re- MSTd (Bradley et al., 1996; Andersen et al., 1997).
Area MST, which comprises MSTd and MSTl, is proba-sponses of neurons with highly structured receptive
fields that are anchored to the currently attended loca- bly involved in other computations that also involve vi-
sual motion besides heading direction. For instance,tion. This mechanism is consistent with the properties
of IT neurons (Desimone et al., 1984; Tovee et al., 1994), lesion and microstimulation experiments (Duersteler et
al., 1987; Komatsu and Wurtz, 1989) have strongly impli-which are downstream from V4, and with psychophysi-
cal experiments showing that people have great diffi- cated MST in smooth-pursuit eye movements, which
serve to track objects that move slowly relative to theculty in recognizing objects that are away from the at-
tended point (Mack and Rock, 1998). observer. In order to represent target movement in
space, retinal slip and eye and head velocity signalsThe idea of casting the translation invariance problem
as a coordinate transformation is not new. Bruno Ols- need to be combined, as indeed they are in MST cells
(Thier and Erickson, 1992; Bradley et al., 1996). Compu-hausen (University of California, Irvine) and collaborators
also studied mechanisms to go from a retinocentric rep- tational models confirm that target movement can be
easily extracted from the MSTl representations (Dickeresentation to an object-centered one based on atten-
tion (Anderson and Van Essen, 1987; Olshausen et al., and Thier, 1999). However, Bremmer et al. (1997) re-
ported that pursuit-related responses in MST are often1993). Their model, the ªshifter circuit,º required pre-
cisely coordinated synaptic interactions; in essence, in- also modulated by eye position. The purpose of these
gaze-dependent gain fields is unclear. A role in compen-dividual synapses carrying visual input signals had to
be multiplied by synapses of attentional origin. Interest- sating for nonlinearities in oculomotor dynamics is quite
unlikely, for three reasons. First, MST lesions do notingly, during the meeting, Olshausen showed that shifter
circuits and networks with gain-modulated neurons can disturb pursuit dynamics (Duersteler et al., 1987). Sec-
ond, the orientations of the gain field gradients are un-perform basically the same computations and that the
underlying mathematical expressions are identical. The correlated with the pursuit on-directions (Bremmer et al.,
1997). And third, the influences of eye position summedmultiplicative interaction is the key: in one case, it is
explicitly implemented at the synaptic level, and, in the over the population balance out (Bremmer et al., 1997).
Therefore, as argued by Bremmer, the eye position gainother, it appears as a gain field.
Allan Dobbins (University of Alabama, Birmingham) fields of pursuit-related responses may be irrelevant for
pursuit; instead they might be used for other functionspresented evidence for another kind of transformation
useful for recognition, in this case involving size. He and requiring nonretinocentric coordinates. A similar conclu-
sion was reached by Andersen and colleagues (1997),his colleagues searched for the neuronal underpinnings
of primates' ability to perceive object size as constant, who proposed that MST may, in general, be in charge
of compensating for distortions caused by eye move-independent of distance. They tested the size selectivity
of V4 neurons at multiple distances and found that V4 ments. This is crucial for perceptual stability regardless
of the ultimate use of the motion pattern, be it for head-neurons did not exhibit object size constancy; rather,
they preferred images of specific sizes and had gain ing, pursuit, saccades, or motion-based object recog-
nition.fields that depended on viewing distance (Dobbins et al.,
1998). Through mechanisms similar to those discussed, This interpretation exemplifies one of the major theo-
retical advantages of gain fields, namely their ability tothis type of gain modulation may give rise to size con-
stancy in neurons downstream. Although size constancy accommodate independent streams of information that
may interact, but which do not necessarily have to. Inhas not been investigated in IT, lesion studies (Hum-
phrey and Weiskrantz, 1969; Ungerleider et al., 1977) the case of gain-modulated neurons, equating a cortical
area with a single, specific brain function might be mis-indicate that this area is crucial for size discrimination,
which is consistent with this idea. leading because downstream neurons may read out dif-
ferent quantities from them (Salinas and Abbott, 1995;
Pouget and Sejnowski, 1997a).Gain Fields in Motion
Imagine yourself flying a helicopter. The direction of
heading, which is essential for navigation, can be in- Neuronal Multiplication
Although we have discussed gain modulation that is multi-ferred from the pattern of optic flow that is seen. How-
ever, motion of the head or of the eyes distorts this plicative, as in Equation 1, computationally this is not a
critical feature. The key property (Salinas and Abbott,pattern; therefore, to compute heading direction accu-
rately, the component of optic flow caused by self- 1995, 1997; Pouget and Sejnowski, 1997a) is that the
modulatory quantity must influence the sensory (or mo-motion has to be factored out. According to data
presented by David Bradley (University of Chicago), tor) variable in a nonlinear way. Multiplicative gain con-
trol may nevertheless be advantageous if it is combinedneurons in area MSTd are sensitive to optic flow and
are gain modulated by eye and head velocity. Thus, the with a Hebbian synaptic modification mechanism (Sali-
nas and Abbott, 1995, 1997), and often gain fields aresource of gain modulation here is the time derivative of
the gaze angle, not the gaze angle itself. However, just indeed close to multiplicative (Brotchie et al., 1995).
McAdams and Maunsell (1999) specifically testedas in the cases discussed above, by combining the re-
sponses of several gain-modulated neurons it should whether the changes in V4 orientation tuning curves
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induced by attention could be described as a multiplica- eye±hand coordination to navigation. Further experi-
tion, and their results suggest that this is indeed the ments should reveal more precisely how gain fields are
case. Stefan Treue (TuÈ bingen University) described simi- built and exploited by the nervous system, and further
lar effects in area MT, which specializes in processing theories should help characterize their computational
visual motion. He found that attention changed the am- power more accurately. Future discoveries are likely to
plitude of the direction tuning curves in an almost per- reinforce gain modulation as a prime example of a gen-
fectly multiplicative way also (Treue and MartõÂnez-Truji- eral neural design serving a computational purpose.
llo, 1999).
Neurons are typically modeled and thought of as in-
Referencestegrators that compute weighted sums of their inputs.
How can they achieve the nonlinear, multiplicative be-
Andersen, R.A. (1989). Visual and eye movement functions of poste-havior seen in gain modulation? Bartlett Mel (University
rior parietal cortex. Annu. Rev. Neurosci. 12, 377±403.
of Southern California) presented results from compart-
Andersen, R.A., and Mountcastle, V.B. (1983). The influence of themental modeling studies showing that dendrites con-
angle of gaze upon the excitability of light-sensitive neurons of the
taining NMDA-type synaptic conductances and voltage- posterior parietal cortex. J. Neurosci. 3, 532±548.
dependent Na, K, and Ca channels can impose nonlinear Andersen, R.A., Essick, G.K., and Siegel, R.M. (1985). Encoding of
interactions between nearby synapses that give rise to spatial location by posterior parietal neurons. Science 230, 450±458.
approximate multiplications (Mel, 1993, 1999). Ac- Andersen, R.A., Bracewell, R.M., Barash, S., Gnadt, J.W., and Fo-
cording to Mel, these approximate multiplications in the gassi, L. (1990). Eye position effects on visual, memory, and sac-
cade-related activity in areas LIP and 7a of macaque. J. Neurosci.dendrites could account for a variety of observed nonlin-
10, 1176±1198.ear phenomena in visual cortical neurons, including
Andersen, R.A., Snyder, L.H., Bradley, D.C., and Xing, J. (1997).classical and extraclassical receptive field properties
Multimodal representation of space in the posterior parietal cortexand modulatory effects; in particular, they could act as
and its use in planning movements. Annu. Rev. Neurosci. 20,a substrate for attentional modulation (Olshausen et al.,
303±330.
1993; Mel, 1999). An example of the biophysical imple-
Anderson, C.W., and Van Essen, D.C. (1987). Shifter circuits: a com-mentation of a multiplication operation at the cellular
putational strategy for dynamic aspects of visual processing. Proc.
level was presented by Fabrizio Gabbiani (Caltech). He Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 84, 6297±6301.
and his colleagues studied an identified looming-sensi- Baker, J.T., Donoghue, J.P., and Sanes, J.N. (1999). Gaze direction
tive neuron in the locust visual system that signals an modulates finger movement activation patterns in human cerebral
impending collision (Gabbiani et al., 1999). They found cortex. J. Neurosci. 19, 10044±10052.
that its firing rate depends in a multiplicative way on Batista, A.P., Buneo, C.A., Snyder, L.H., and Andersen, R.A. (1999).
two distinct inputs. One input is motion dependent, and Reach plans in eye-centered coordinates. Science 285, 257±260.
the other is size dependent, and their multiplication is Behrmann, M., and Tipper, S.P. (1999). Attention accesses multiple
reference frames: evidence from visual neglect. J. Exp. Psychol.thought to be executed within the dendritic tree of the
Hum. Percept. Perform. 25, 83±101.cell. But the extent to which these or other nonlinearities
Bradley, D.C., Maxwell, M., Andersen, R.A., Banks, M.S., and(Koch and Poggio, 1992) give rise to an effective gain-
Shenoy, K.V. (1996). Mechanisms in heading perception in primatelike multiplication in the cortex remains an open ques-
visual cortex. Science 273, 1544±1547.tion. Other theoretical studies have shown that recurrent
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